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Résumé — Véhicule électrique à batteries (BEV) ou véhicule électrique à prolongateur d’autonomie

(REEV) ? – Choisir entre différents entraı̂nements alternatifs sur la base de profils opérationnels

individuels mesurés — Récemment, un grand nombre de concepts d’électrification des

groupes motopropulseurs et une large variété correspondante de configurations disponibles ont

été présentés au public. Tous possèdent des avantages et des inconvénients pour le client. Cet

article traite d’un outil permettant au client de sélectionner le groupe motopropulseur le plus

adapté à ses besoins individuels. L’approche présentée se focalise sur les véhicules BEV (Battery

Electric Vehicle – véhicule électrique à batteries) et REEV (Range Extended Electric Vehicle –

véhicule électrique à prolongateur d’autonomie) et est caractérisée par une procédure en trois

étapes :

– le comportement individuel au volant du client est évalué ;

– les cycles de conduite individualisés et les habitudes opérationnelles comprenant le kilométrage

journalier sont déterminés ;

– en appliquant ces cycles individualisés, des modèles numériques de concepts de groupe

motopropulseur alternatif sont réalisés afin de simuler la consommation d’énergie.

L’étude révèle que le dimensionnement de la batterie constitue l’élément le plus important. Un

véhicule REEV possédant une batterie plus petite serait plus efficace qu’un véhicule BEV : pour

une autonomie donnée de 50 km, le véhicule BEV parcourt 50% des kilomètres totaux

(correspondant à 90% de l’ensemble des distances journalières) alors que le véhicule REEV

parcourt 100% de l’ensemble des distances journalières, dont 70% en mode électrique. Ceci

amène à une plus faible émission de CO2 par rapport à l’utilisation associée des véhicules BEV

et des véhicules conventionnels. Le véhicule REEV possédant une batterie plus petite est amorti

plus tôt qu’un véhicule conventionnel. L’influence exercée par le type d’usage individuel peut être

traduite en coûts d’exploitation. Le conducteur urbain d’un véhicule REEV parcourt 85 % des

trajets en mode électrique et bénéficie de coûts d’exploitation plus faibles que le conducteur

interurbain d’un véhicule REEV parcourant 64 % des trajets en mode électrique.
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Abstract — Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV) or Range Extended Electric Vehicle (REEV)? –

Deciding Between Different Alternative Drives Based on Measured Individual Operational

Profiles — In recent years, a large number of concepts for drive train electrification and a

corresponding broad variety of available drive train configurations were presented to the public. They

all have their pros and cons for the customer. This paper discusses a tool enabling the customer to

select the drive train which is best suited to his individual purposes. The presented approach focuses

on BEV and REEV and is characterized by a three-step procedure:

– the customer’s individual driving behaviour is measured;

– individualized driving cycles and operational habits including the daily kilometrage are derived;

– numerical models of the alternative drive train concepts are run to simulate the energy consumption

by applying these individualized cycles.

The study reveals that battery sizing is the most important component. It would be more efficient to

use a REEV with a smaller battery instead of a BEV: at a given range of 50 km the BEV covers 50%

of the kilometers (corresponding to 90% of all daily distances) while the REEV covers 100% of all

daily distances, out of it 70% on electric driving. This leads to less CO2 emission compared to the

combined use of BEV and conventional cars. The REEV with the smallest battery is amortized first

referred to conventional cars. The influence of the individual usage pattern can be translated to

operational costs. The REEV urban driver covers 85% by electric driving and has thus lower

operational costs than the REEV inter-urban driver with 64% electric driving.

INTRODUCTION

The ongoing electrification of passenger car propulsion

systems is accompanied by a large and still increasing

number of variants for electric and hybrid drive trains.

The energy saving potential of a given electric vehicle

(xEV) highly depends on its operational profile, thus –

using the same xEV – different usages and even drivers

can result in markedly different energy savings compared

to a conventionally propelled vehicle. In case of hybrid

electric vehicles, such as the Range Extended Electric

Vehicle (REEV), the energy saving potential is influenced

by the drive train topology. Therefore, changes in the

dimensions of crucial components like battery size can

result in much different operational energy use.

Thus, knowing the exact individual usage pattern of a

customer, the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)

– in theory – could provide him an adequate propulsion

system, which matches his needs and allows for maximal

energy savings, minimal emissions or minimal opera-

tional cost. In practice, he could offer him a range of

options to tailor the drive train as good as possible to

his needs and he could advise him to choose among bat-

tery sizes in a rational way.

Regarding the possibility of recharging the REEV bat-

tery at the grid, there aremuchmore degrees of freedom in

drive train dimensioning. In this case, not only the indi-

vidual driving cycle but also the tradeoff between purely

grid-electric operation (mainly defined by maximum

values of energy and power of the battery) and the

engine-based operation become decisive. Long distances

between recharging stations influence the energy effi-

ciency, themix of energies needed and costs of the vehicle.

Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV), REEV and

BatteryElectricVehicles (BEV) are currently under inten-

sive research but, so far, there is no option which fits the

requirements of all users. As batteries tend to stay the

most expensive component of electrified vehicles, they

have to be minimized in size and maximized in usage to

obtain the economicallymost feasible power train option.

Minimizing the battery also reduces the amount of grid

energy used but differently for different driving cycles,

especially for different kilometrages to be covered

betweengrid connects.Abroad variety of individual solu-

tions results from the combination of some or all of the

drive train architecture options because they can be

assembled in various manners and sizes. However, the

challenge is to identify the optimal configuration.

A variety of publications addresses the potential of

grid charged electric vehicles. Three battery sizes of each,

PHEV and REEV, are investigated and compared

regarding their efficiency for different cycles in [1]. A

cost-benefit analysis of PHEV is issued in [2]. A Total

Cost of Ownership (TCO) analysis is presented in [3]

for a REEV and three differing ranges. Daily kilome-

trage distributions are applied in [3] and [2] to estimate

the ratios driven in Charge Depleting Mode (CDM)

and Charge SustainingMode (CSM). These publications

also aim to estimate the e-driven range optimum for a
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preferably large group of drivers, applying utility factor

curves made of average profiles of a broad range of indi-

vidual users. Likewise, the driving cycles, which are used

to estimate the energy consumption, base on real but

standardised velocity distributions. The procedure

addressed in this paper exceeds this generalised

approach: it focuses the efficiency consideration for an

individual user. The approach relies on a measurement

technique based on a small autarkic GPS data logging

system (TU-veLOG), which is used to collect data on

the individual operational profiles of private as well as

commercial vehicles (cf. [4, 5]).

The particular characteristics of CDM and CSM are

issued in Section 3.1.

1 METHODOLOGY

To frame the requirements of an optimal drive train a

conglomerate of data is investigated. It is based on indi-

vidual driving profiles, modeled consumption values and

customer’s specific requirements:

The GPS-based TU-veLOG data logger records the

driving behaviour and velocity profiles of the current

vehicle which is intended to be replaced by the new one

with the ideal power train configuration. The TU-veLOG

data serve as input parameters for vehiclemodels generat-

ing consumption information and for the optimisation

process. It results in the selection of the optimal configu-

ration among those taken into account. Mathematically,

this can be formalized as an optimization process, i.e. a

target function isminimizedwith regard to a set of bound-

ary conditions. Usually, the target function will be a cost

factor. Other targets can be implemented as well, e.g. the

CO2 emissions or the use of non-crude oil primary ener-

gies, depending on their profit in political decision mak-

ing both nationally and in the EU.

For realization, a multi-stage procedure is suggested.

First, the real-time utilization of a vehicle is logged. Sec-

ond, information characterizing the individual driving pat-

terns such as the distribution of daily driven distances as

well as individual driving cycles are derived from the raw

data. Third, all relevant power train options are modeled

including the range of sizes allowable for relevant compo-

nents like thebattery.This canalsobedone for the rangeof

optionsofferedby somepreselectedOEMor for someclass

of vehicles. Four, in an optimization process the energy

consumption is simulated for the power train options. It

should be pointed out that the optimization results are

derived from the individual driving cycle. Finally, the

results are re-assessed taking into account purchase costs

and operating expenses of the vehicles.

2 PROCEDURE OF INDIVIDUAL DRIVING CYCLE
ESTIMATION

The following sections address the particular drive train

optimization steps. They are demonstrated applying the

results of a user group consisting of 50 persons mainly

active in the Berlin-Brandenburg area. An example visu-

alizes how the approach impacts cost efficiency and

emission calculations of REEV with different electric

ranges.

2.1 Measurement Technique

The measurement technique, TU-veLOG, applies a data

logger usually meant for tracking packages. The GPS-

based device measures position, velocity and other

important data, which are logged on an integrated stor-

age. The logged data allow to analyze the individual

driving behaviour. They are analyzed automatically,

generating essential insights into the usage behaviour,

for instance the frequency distribution of the daily driv-

ing distances. These data permit to investigate the suit-

ability of a certain drive train concept for an individual

user or user group. For instance, BEV charging strate-

gies could be evaluated applying diurnal driving profiles

and parking information. The upper panel of Figure 1

shows the diurnal variations of 50 private users in the

Berlin metropolitan area. The probands should comprise

a broad variety of users even though they are not repre-

sentative in a statistical sense. It can be pointed out that

at least six hours could be reserved for night time charg-

ing. The bottom panel of Figure 1 depicts the frequency

distribution of the diurnal driven distances for the same

user group. About 87% of all distances range below

50 km (red curve). However, only 49% of the total kilo-

metrage is covered by this 87% portion (green curve).

Taking into account the first 50 km of all longer trips,

it amounts to 68% of the total driven distance (black

curve). These values should have a significant impact

on the drive train design of REEV, since they allow

to deduce distinct usage ratios of pure electric and

combustion-supported propulsion.

2.2 Individual Driving Cycles

The way of driving significantly influences a car’s energy

consumption and CO2 emission.

An individual drive train design requires an individual

driving cycle. For automated generation of these veloc-

ity-time profiles a distinct tool, the Individual Driving

Cycle Builder (IDCB), was developed, following the

methodology used in [6]. In the TU-veLOG data analysis
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procedure the cycle is generated using pattern classifica-

tion. This approach sorts so-called kinematic sequences

into different classes applying a statistical evaluation.

A kinematic sequence is composed by a standing phase

and the subsequent driving phase. It is directly followed

by the next kinematic sequence. Figure 2 visualizes a

drive’s splitting into three kinematic sequences.

In a next step, each kinematic sequence is further allo-

cated into one of twelve classes, which are defined by

average speed, stop rate, stop frequency and average

acceleration. The classification additionally specifies a

segment as urban, rural or motorway trip. Subsequently,

the segments are stringed together according to their fre-

quency distribution and pooled to a urban trip cycle,

rural trip cycle, or motorway trip cycle, respectively.

The length of the driving cycle compromises exactness

and expenditure of time. The longer the generated cycle,

the closer it matches reality. However, the simulation

time is increasing with the driving cycle length, which

can be preset in the IDCB [7].

Figure 3 shows an example distribution of the differ-

ent classes in the whole data set and in the cumulated

driving cycle composed of urban, rural and motorway

parts. Blue bars symbolize the class distribution of all

segments taken from the raw data. For the green bars,

infrequently occurring classes have been eliminated.

Brown bars depict the class distribution of all segments

taken from the driving cycle.

It can be seen that the frequently driven urban trip

segments are realistically reproduced in the driving cycle

(left part). All classes, which have been run by the driver

in reality (the classes 1-5 in this example), can be recov-

ered in the generated driving cycle with the correspond-

ing distribution. Due to the cycle time limit and the

sparse occurrence of motorway trips in the original driv-

ing profile (right part), only one of two segments (class

12) of motorway driving has been overtaken in the

cumulated driving cycle.

Beyond generating individual driving cycles of single

drivers the IDCB is able to develop user group driving

cycles and distance-depending driving cycles. Figure 4

faces the individual driving cycles, derived from a pro-

band group of 50 people mobile in the Berlin metropol-

itan area. The urban trip is characterized by a lot of

start-stop manoeuvres and short driving intervals with

moderate speed values (< 65 km/h). On the rural trip,

longer driving intervals at higher speed values

(50-100 km/h) are interrupted by short stop situations

from time to time. The motorway trip is marked by con-

tinuous operation on speed values > 100 km/h.

Distance-depending driving cycles have special impact

on REEV investigations. As illustrated in Figure 5, long

diurnal distances are usually correlated with high aver-

age speed values.
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REEV velocity-time profiles are characterized by a

significant difference between short distances and long

distances. Short distances are run ideally in the CDM,

i.e. with energy from the battery only. Long distances

are covered in the CSM which uses the combustion

engine to generate enough electric energy to run these

distances. A single individual driving cycle comprising

both would distort the real conditions. It should not be

used to derive the energy demand in CDM and CSM,

since different driving profiles are run in CDM (e.g.

urban trip) and CSM (e.g. motorway trip) in reality.

Consequently, two different individual driving cycles

are generated for REEV and PHEV. The following cal-

culation demonstrates the effects of this differentiation

on the derived energy demand. First, the energy con-

sumption in CDM and CSM was derived from only

one complete data cycle. Second, the energy consump-

tion was composed by the results of a short distance
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driving cycle and a long distance driving cycle. The cal-

culations (table 1) are based on a compact class REEV

model with a battery size that allows to cover a distance

of 50 km. It should be indicated that the battery (and

electric machine) power enables to cover also the motor-

way cycle, this means that we have a ‘full power’ electric

mode on the vehicle.

Investigating the entire group yields a distribution of

61% urban driving, 32% rural road driving and 7%

motorway driving on a combined average speed of

39.5 km/h. The total consumption as derived from the

raw data then yields 19.1 kWh/100 km in CDM and

6.04 L/100 km in CSM.

Next, the following scenario is assumed. The battery is

charged once per day. Driving distances below 50 km are

covered in CDM, all other distances via the CSM. Two

driving cycles are generated:

– for distances below 50 km,

– for distances above 50 km.

It is assumed, that the combustion engine is not oper-

ated for other reasons like heating or air conditioning the

interior or because charge depletion is spared voluntarily

to a later phase of the diurnal trip.

The short distance profile (distances below 50 km)

includes 78% urban driving, 22% rural road driving

and no motorway driving. The average speed is about

29 km/h. The REEV (only CDM mode) consumption

amounts to 15.8 kWh/100 km, thus undercutting the

complete cycle consumption by about 17.3%. The long

distance cycle (distances above 50 km) provides an aver-

age speed of 58 km/h. It is connected to a consumption

of 8.56 L/100 km in CSM mode, which differs by

29.5% from the complete cycle consumption. These

results emphasize the importance of the relevant cycle

selection when dealing with grid-charged drive trains.

3 INDIVIDUAL DRIVE TRAIN DESIGN

Prior to the development of an individual drive train

design it is necessary to determine the target function

which has to be optimized (minimized). In most cases,

it corresponds to the amortization time of purchase costs

but it can also concern CO2 emission, fossil fuel con-

sumption, operating costs etc. The optimization is

accomplished in three steps as implemented by three

sub-models:

– the required power is derived from recorded individ-

ual driving data and typical assumptions for grade-

ability at different velocity levels. A reverse

calculation approach in Matlab/Simulink� estimates

the vehicle’s power demand from velocity-time pro-

files via efficiency maps;

– the energy consumption values in CDM and CSM are

computed iteratively applying a detailed scalable

energy-use forward simulation. Different drive train

architectures are incorporated using Dymola 6.1 and

Matlab/Simulink� tools;

– using an Excel-based cost model for xEV (= BEV,

REEV, PHEV) a rough cost-benefit analysis is deter-

mined. The following sections address the simulation

models used to determine energy consumption values

in CDM and CSM. Information on the Excel-based

cost model can be found in [1].

3.1 Energy-Use Simulation Models

The presented procedure should be applied for vehicle

concepts, which are able to be recharged at the utility

grid. This comprises BEV and hybrid concepts like

REEV or PHEV with large batteries and grid interface.

Typical ranges of conventionally powered vehicles can-

not be realized with current BEV due to insufficient

TABLE 1

REEV-consumption on trip-dependent cycles

Complete-data cycle Urban Road Motorway Comb.

Weighting (%) 61 32 7 100

Average speed
(km/h)

22.6 53.1 123.6 39.5

CDM cons.
(kWh/100 km)

19.0 16.2 33.2 19.1

CSM cons.
(L/100 km)

5.92 5.27 10.62 6.04

Short distance
Cycle (< 50 km)

Urban Road Motorway Comb.

Weighting (%) 78 22 – 100

Average speed
(km/h)

23.9 45.6 – 29.2

CDM cons.
(kWh/100 km)

16.3 14.01 – 15.8

Long distance
Cycle (>50 km)

Urban Road Motorway Comb.

Weighting (%) 35 48 17 100

Average speed
(km/h)

24.5 108.1 123.6 58.2

CSM cons.
(L/100 km)

6.05 9.64 10.62 8.56
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energy density and high purchase costs of the batteries.

In a REEV, the selected battery capacity is intended to

permit to run most of the diurnal driven distance in

the CDM. If the battery is discharged to a defined value,

the combustion engine is activated and the vehicle

switches to the CSM. The CSM does not aim to recharge

the battery but generates enough electric energy to cover

long distances. Thus, the range extender’s dimensioning

has to allow for an average cycle power only; short term

power peaks have to be covered by the battery. A simple

hybrid control strategy was applied for the investigated

REEV model: when the critical discharge value is

reached an intermittent engine on/off control logic is

activated. It ensures to run the combustion engine con-

tinuously at an optimal degree of efficiency. This proce-

dure is executed during low SOC values, since the largest

part of the battery capacity is reserved for grid charging

and recuperation (Fig. 6).

In this study, the influence of the individual user

behaviour on energy consumption and efficiency is illus-

trated for a REEV. For REEV with a given range the

analysis aims to determine how to resolve the range

conflict for individual users without countervailing

against the CO2 minimization. Furthermore, the results

have to be discussed in the context of battery costs and

battery ageing processes. The procedure could be also

applied for PHEV.

Concerning the drive train topology, an REEV is a

serial hybrid concept with the ability to connect to the

grid for recharging and therefore, it is a special form of

a PHEV. The REEV can provide its maximum power

even in the pure electric operation mode (at de-activated

range extender) – provided the battery’s SOC is suffi-

cient. In a sense, the REEV can be considered an expan-

sion of the BEV. Numerical models of BEV and REEV

have been developed in MATLAB-Simulink�. Reverse-

calculating and map-based models allow for executing

the scaling process quickly, while forward-calculating

physical models serve as a rule.

Model input parameters which refer to the vehicle

class are predetermined and not object to the scaling pro-

cess. The following analysis is based on a compact class

vehicle which is characterized by the parameters listed in

Table 2.

3.2 Scalable Simulation of Electrified Power Trains

To asses the influence of the drive train configuration on

efficiency and ecology, the models require a variety of

parameterizations. For BEV, the electric machine power

remains constant in the optimization procedure but the

capacity and energy density of the battery are varying.

To implement the RE machine and generator, it is neces-

sary to simulate combustion engines and E machines

with corresponding dimensions. Thus, combustion

engine and motor features have to be formulated in a

variable way.

The size of the energy converter is controlled by nom-

inal power and power density. Figure 7 visualizes an

example of the electric machine scalings. It has to be kept

in mind that the scaling is liable to certain limits: for

instance, the efficiency of the electric machine reduces

with decreasing nominal power.

The traction battery dimensioning is implemented by

applying a Ragone diagram, showing power density and

the energy density. The required nominal power of the

electric machine is known from the required traction

power. Hence, the battery power can be concluded.

It permits to estimate the power-to-energy ratio which

is needed to derive the battery capacity variation, the

electric driving power variation, and consequently,
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Example of SOC characteristics during CDM and CSM.

When a critical SOC range is reached the change from

CDM to CSM occurs in dependence of the operational

strategy.

TABLE 2

REEV vehicle characteristics as applied in the simulation, cross-

sectional area, drag coefficient, electric power, basic vehicle mass

(except the battery)

Cross-

sectional area

(m2)

Drag

coefficient

(-)

Electric

power

(kW)

Basic vehicle

mass (kg)

2.25 0.325 50 1 425
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the battery weight. Figure 8 visualizes the power density

to energy density ratio (green curve) of lithium ion bat-

tery modules (periphery included). The blue line refers

to the power to energy ratio of an REEV50 battery.

The intersection point leads to the requested specific

power and specific energy, which can be used to derive

the battery weight. The red stars flag current examples

of xEV batteries, revealing a strong heterogeneity.

For each drive train configuration the vehicle mass has

to be re-assessed. This procedure is realized via an auto-

mated iteration, executed in MATLAB�. It should be

noted, that the dimensioning of the energy storage system

is the most important issue when analyzing xEV, because

their main advantages (lower operating costs and exhaust

gas emissions) result from the usage of electric energy

from the utility grid. The higher the all electric range of

these xEV, the higher is the potential to reduce operating

costs and exhaust gas emissions. Therefore, BEV with

batteries providing a high energy storage capability may

seem to be best suited to meet the target. But high energy

storage not only results in much higher battery costs but

also yields a higher energy consumption due to the addi-

tional weight. For these reasons oversizing the battery

needs to be avoided. On the other hand reducing the all

electric range of xEV lowers the potential of fuel con-

sumption reduction. Applying small batteries means to

require high power cells which are more costly than high

energy cells. The variables energy, power and usable SOC

have to be considered, and this can only be done with

respect to the user’s driving patterns.

Hence, the total efficiency of REEV is controlled by

the driving cycle and the CSM/CDM ratio. This

demands knowledge about the velocity-time-profile as

well as charging times. This information can be retrieved

from the TU-veLOG data. They allow for developing

scenarios of recharging at the grid. According to [8] pri-

vate users prefer nighttime charging. Consequently, the

frequency distribution of diurnal driving distances has

to be known for the optimization of PHEV and REEV

electric ranges.

4 APPLICATION

To show the relevance and influence of the individual

differences of vehicle usage on the efficiency, the above

described optimization procedure is first applied to the

group of private users and then to particular members

of this group. Therefore, scalable simulation models of

a compact class BEV and REEV are used. First, the user

data and the individual driving cycles are evaluated to

investigate the influences of the group’s requirements

on the drive train dimensioning of a BEV. Here, the

above mentioned driving cycle was applied to dimension

the battery. The presented battery costs base on 2015

estimations according to [9].

The analysis reveals that selecting a battery which

allows to cover 95% (BEV 100) of all trips on pure elec-

tric driving compared to a smaller battery covering 91%

for BEV 70 would excessively enhance the battery costs

(Tab. 3). Moreover, the energy consumption would

increase significantly due to the larger vehicle mass

(and the higher portion of motorway driving at long

trips). Nevertheless, the electrically driven distance

would be only about 65% of the total driven kilometrage
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if it is assumed that in case of trips exceeding the BEV

maximum range a substitute is used. A further increase

in range would boost costs and consumption to an

unreasonable level. Consequently, it could be more effi-

cient to use a REEV with a small battery instead of a

BEV to cover the given distances. This would provide

another advantage compared to the BEV: the REEV is

not constrained by a maximum range, thus it is no prob-

lem to cover distances that exceed the maximum electric

range. A part of these trips is driven in CDM. Conse-

quently, the electrically driven distances on REEV long

trips significantly exceed these of a combination of

BEV and substitute (Fig. 9).

Figure 9 can be interpreted as follows: as a conclusion

from the analysis of parking positions and standing

times (cf. Fig. 1 and [8]), nighttime charging was selected

as the charging scenario for the considered user group.

Hence, the BEV can only be used for day trips that do

not exceed the maximum range. In case of all days, for

which longer distances have to be covered, a substitute

(e.g. second car) has to be used. In contrast, the REEV

is able to cover all distances. If a long trip is scheduled,

it can run a certain part of it on pure electric driving

and the rest in CSM. For example, it can be learned from

Figure 9 that at a given range of 50 km the BEV would

cover 50% of the kilometers (correspondingly 90% of all

daily distances). The REEV 50 is able to cover 100% of

all daily distances and out of it 70% of the kilometers in

CDM.

The drive train was dimensioned for a REEV, apply-

ing the battery cost efficiency as the target function. It

can be determined for different ranges by incorporating

the group’s individual driving cycles, the frequency dis-

tribution of the distances and the cumulated distances.

It has to be emphasized that the procedure does not com-

prise a Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) analysis but

faces the purchase costs on the one hand and the opera-

tional costs due to consumption and energy prices on the

other hand. The key point is to show the individual usage

profile’s impact on an efficiency balance. Thus, assump-

tions for discounting and declining balance have not

been considered (yet).

Therefore, the curves shown in Figure 10 result from

the following equation, where AC describes the cost of

mobility after a certain driven distance kmdriven, CostBat
the battery purchase price, Costkm_CDM the energy cost

per kilometer in CDM and kmCDM the percentage of

kilometrage driven in CDM:

TABLE 3

Dimensioning of BEV-battery

Range (km) 50 70 100 150 350

Battery capacity (kWh) 10.3 14.6 21.2 32.6 84.5

Battery weight (kg) 118.3 154.5 208.0 297.6 690.5

Battery costs (Euro) 5 103 6 617 8 949 12 990 31 365

Cons. (kWh/100 km) 18.29 18.48 18.78 19.26 21.41

Days covered (%) 86 91 95 96 99

Distance covered (%) 47 56 65 70 88

Amortisation time (a) 6.9 8.6 11 14.7 28
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Ratio of distances and kilometers that can be driven in

CDM for BEV (green) and REEV (black).
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AC ¼ CostBat
kmdriven

þ Costkm CDM � kmCDMð Þr
þ Costkm CSM � kmCSMð Þ

The curves for three REEV with different ranges,

show costs per kilometer combined with the battery pur-

chase price and the costs per kilometer curve for the ref-

erence conventional vehicle (red curve). For economical

reasons no battery change is considered during the vehi-

cle’s life time.

The increase of costs per kilometer for the conven-

tional vehicle and the amortization curve for the REEV

(after reaching the minimum) is related to the future fuel/

electricity price development. According to the basic sce-

nario in [4], a fuel cost increase from 1.42 Euro in 2010

up to 1.87 Euro in 2020 was assumed.

The intersection points of the red line and the decreas-

ing curves in Figure 10 represent the time distances

(translated to kilometers traveled) of amortization. Since

no intersection points between the REEV curves can be

found above the red line, it can be concluded that the

REEV with the smallest battery will be amortized first

compared to the conventional car. Considering the

amortization times of different REEV reveals that such

with larger batteries might be paid off earlier than the

smallest REEV for a large amount of kilometers trav-

eled, since they can cover more kilometers by electric

(= cost-efficient) driving. Here, limitation due to battery

life time has not been taken into account. The battery

costs of the different REEV concepts are addressed in

Figure 11. They are based on assumptions for the year

2015 following [9] and estimated using the approach in

[10] concerning the battery dimensioning. According to

[11] and [12], the initial costs of the other components

of a compact class car differ marginally: considering

car body, combustion engine and power train, tank,

E machine and power electronics, respectively, costs

for the conventional reference car will sum up to

16 320.00 € while the BEV will cost 17 203.50 € and

the REEV will cost 17 353.00 € (except battery).

The top panel of Figure 12 presents the battery amor-

tization time versus the electric range for three fuel cost

scenarios. The distribution results from the intersection

of the REEV and the conventional vehicle in Figure 10.

To transform the kilometrage into years, a yearly kilo-

metrage of 10 000 km is assumed, following [13]. The

bottom panel of Figure 12 depicts the CO2 emission

per km, where the red line visualizes the CO2 emission

of the conventional reference car. The emission optimum

concerning CO2 occurs at an electric range of approxi-

mately 40 km (REEV) or 100 km (BEV), respectively,

assuming that distances higher than the BEV range

would be covered with a conventional car. It would be

connected to a comparably high purchase price. Simi-

larly, higher electric ranges would decrease the ecologic

benefit, since the additional battery weight would

increase the energy consumption and consequently, the

CO2 emission. The emission calculation includes the

emission of 563 grams of carbon dioxide per kilowatt

hour electricity consumed for battery-charging. This

implies that using REEV with an electric range less than

180 km instead of BEV+conventional cars would lead

to less CO2 emission.
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Subsequent to the battery dimensioning for the com-

plete user group it should be investigated whether the

results apply to all users of this group. Therefore, the

data set of two particular users out of this group is ana-

lyzed. The driving profile of the urban driver is charac-

terized by a large amount of intra-urban driving. The

inter-urban driver also comprises motorway cycles.

The results are gathered in Table 4 and Figure 13.

Table 4 reveals some, rather small differences in the

consumptions, because the vehicles operate in the same

metropolitan area. Nevertheless, there is a significant

difference in the battery amortisation time between the

urban driver and the inter-urban driver as well as

between the urban driver and the whole group. Although

the consumption in CDM leads to nearly the same

battery sizes in the REEV 50 for the inter-urban driver

and the urban driver, there is a divergency of 2.5 years

in the amortisation curves (Fig. 13). The reason can be

found in the portion of CDM and CSM for both drivers

(Tab. 4). The urban driver travels 83% (compared to

64% for the interurban driver) in CDM and thus has

lower operational costs. This result emphasises the

importance of individual usage pattern when dealing

with xEV.

Last but not least the battery ageing should be

addressed in brief. It plays an important role in every

efficiency balance, since it directly impacts the declining

balance of a xEV. It has to be ensured that the battery

lifetime does not undercut the vehicle lifetime signifi-

cantly. The lithium ion battery ageing is very complex,
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a) Amortisation of battery cost and b) CO2 emissions for REEV.

TABLE 4

Selected results for the whole group and two individuals from the same group

Group Inter-urban driver Urban driver

Average speed (km/h) 39.5 37.5 30.3

Cons. CDM REEV 50 (kWh/100 km) 19.1 19.4 16.7

Cons. CSM REEV 50 (L/100 km) 6.0 6.2 5.5

Cons. reference (L/100 km) 6.59 6.94 5.66

Km in CDM for REEV 50 (%) 47 64 83

Km in CSM for REEV 50 (%) 3 36 17

Bat. capacity (kWh) 10.8 11 9.4

Amortisation time (y) 5.9 5.5 8

CO2 emission (g/km) 114.5 122.2 100
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thus requiring complex ageing models. In this study, a

very rough estimation of battery ageing is applied. The

time dependent ageing is assumed to be constant, while

the cycle ageing is determined by a full cycle probability

curve gained of user data (frequency distribution of the

trips and the electric range).

Figure 14 shows the number of deep discharge cycles

derived from the group’s usage pattern for REEV with

different electric ranges. It is based on the mean value

of daily driven distances of the group which was multi-

plied by 365 to obtain the yearly kilometrage roughly.

REEV are then characterized by a yearly kilometrage

of 12 050 km. BEV, only covering distances

< 150 km, attain a yearly kilometrage of 11 028 km.

Since small batteries tend to experience more deep dis-

charge cycles than bigger ones, they also reach their

end of life much earlier, when the Depth of Discharge

(DoD) is consistent across the battery sizes. In order to

improve their cycle life, small batteries should feature

lower depths of discharge. Nevertheless in this study, a

DoD of 80% was chosen for all battery sizes. Figure 12

and 14 show, that the battery life time exceeds the

battery amortization by far. Future work will incorpo-

rate a more precise ageing model.

CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH

This study shows that the user behaviour has direct and

significant impact on the consumption efficiency of

vehicles with electrified drive trains. For a detailed pre-

sentation of the consumption efficiency information

about the user group-related individual driving cycles,

driving characteristics (distribution of drivers) and

charging behavior is required. It allows for estimating

the user-specific optimal drive train configuration, thus

providing the opportunity to reduce amortisation time

and CO2 emission of grid-charged electric vehicles.

Further analysis is intended to investigate the signifi-

cance of individual differences in the driving behaviour.

OEMusually offers a variety of options for the drive train

to chose among for a given vehicle. A 100% individual

configuration is not practised and hardly feasible in real-

ity. Hence, it has to be examined, what kind of options in

drive train configuration (e.g. battery dimension) would

be suited to meet the needs of different user groups.
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